General Comments (in random order)
“Sophie was very helpful through the whole process, from listening to my ideas and then
guiding me where I needed it on the choice of flowers and arrangements to achieve the
effect I wanted. This she did perfectly and her calm confidence meant I had no worries at any
stage.”
“A lovely lady who knows what she’s doing I felt relaxed with her as a person and felt at
complete ease and confidence with her work. With the results of beautiful flowers that
everyone adored!”
“Sophie made the process of choosing our wedding flowers thoroughly enjoyable and easy.
Her knowledge was extensive and she helped us to realise our ideas and concepts into
beautiful displays, which we were absolutely delighted with. Sophie’s professional and
personal approach was spot on.”
“Fantastic service from Sophie. Beautiful flowers; we couldn’t have asked for anything
more. She was very easy and friendly to talk to, and interpreted our theme perfectly,
drawing upon her expertise to complete the look wonderfully.”
“Sophie J Kim was excellent from start to finish at our wedding. Despite us living far away
from her and the venue she made our day so well. Giving advice and everything was
perfect.”
“She was great from the beginning she understood want I wanted so fast and also gave me
great ideas.”
“For my flowers I had some unusual requests, wanting succulents in my table decorations
and pictures of my grandparents attached to my bouquet, and needing a very specific colour
match for the roses, Sophie too all of this in her stride and executed it beautifully. My
bouquet was so gorgeous I cried!”
“We were really happy with the flowers, they lasted fantastically well and looked brilliant
in the photos.”
“I really can’t fault Sophie j Kim, Sophie knew exactly what I required! She knew her product
so well and was always happy to discuss anything with me! My flowers were such good value
for money, nothing was too much trouble for Sophie! My bouquet was way beyond my
expectations and bought me to tears.”
“Sophie Kim is a highly efficient, professional and innovative floral designer. We would
recommend her to anyone requiring floral decorations as we know that there will always be
a high satisfaction rate.”

“Visions of flower presentations were captured perfectly. Sophie helped me with my ideas
and showed me her portfolio in-order to help clarify my ideas. The flowers were perfect for
the wedding venue and the colours matched my theme. Guests did not stop complimenting
them.”
“Sophie had the best ideas of what flowers to go for to match our theme”
“Sophie designed beautiful floral table arrangements and bouquets for our wedding. All of
our guests commented on how lovely they were and we both felt that Sophie had
completley captured how we wanted them. We felt Sophie provided us with best value for
our money and would definatley recommend her.”
“She was absolutely amazing. I live in Gibraltar but she was able to create/provide exactly
what I wanted for the day and I completely had faith and trust in her. I would definitely
recommend her to other couples looking at getting married.”

Why They Booked (in random order)
“We had been recommended Sophie’s services by a family member and after meeting
Sophie we knew straight away that she understood what we were looking for and would be
able to realise our concepts into the displays we wanted.”
“Because her portfolio was full of such beautiful arrangements and we found her so friendly
and helpful.”
“felt comfortable and confident that she would do a good job”
“Because the finesse of her website and flowers were impeccable. The standard of her work
surpassed our expectations and standard that we had for our wedding.”
“I saw her work at headingham castle wedding fair it was so eye catching and beautiful I
knew straight away I wanted her to work on ours!”
“Professional service all round.”
“I booked Sophie j Kim as I completely trusted Sophie and wasn’t let down! Her flowers are
top quality, her designs are modern and she reads her client perfectly, I would recommend
Sophie j Kim to anyone!”
“Because she was the most friendly with the best looking flower designs.”
“A family friend recommended Sophie and we were very pleased with the consultation she
gave us before we booked her. She had a good portfolio which captured our imagination and
was very helpful and patient.”
“Her designs and was very friendly/helpful from the first time I contacted her for
information.”
“Sophie was recommended by the castle and I saw the flower samples at a wedding fayre
and was impressed with them and the price range.”
“Because was great :)”
“Recommended by a friend, liked the arrangements she has made before”
“When I met with her, she took time to listen to what I wanted, and to understand the vision
I had for my day and how the flowers fitted in to that. She didn’t pressure us into having
more flowers than we originally wanted (she didn’t make table decorations for all the
tables, just the top table) and was so enthusiastic about matching our sourcing beautifully

coloured roses and succulents”
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